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Charles B. Pearson, Huntington Park, and George 
R. Sandstrom, Los Angeles, Calif., assignors to 
Hughes Tool Company, ouston, Tex., a cor 
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 

poration of Delaware 
Application May 13, 1944, Serial No. 535,476 

Claims. (CI. 193-25) 
1. 

Our invention relates to a flexible or expansible 
structure for guiding the movement of a flexible 
member. More particularly, the invention re 
lates to a fiexible feed chute for ammunition 
belts and the like, and will be described in this 
connection. 

In general, the structure may act as a conduit, 
chute, conveyor, duct, or the like for guiding a 
flexible member. The term "flexible member' is 
used in this specification in a broad sense, com 
prehending a unitary or articulated member or 
merely a series of adjoining articles, whether or 
not they are interconnected. 
The invention finds particular utility in the 

guidance of an ammunition belt in its movement 
from an ammunition box to an automatic gun, 
Such as a machine gun or cannon, particularly 

10 

where the automatic gun is mounted for universal . 
movement, although the invention is also very 
useful With fixed-mount automatic guns. The 
general problem in this art is to guide the am 
munition belt to the gun while preventing kink 
ing or undue bending of the belt and, at the same 
time, to feed the ammunition into the gun at a 
proper angle. 
When applied as a feed chute for an automatic 

gun, the invention includes among its objects the 
provision of an improved feed chute which will 
fleX in various directions in response to forces of 
low magnitude So as not to interfere with the 
manipulation of the gun; the provision of an im 
proved feed chute which is limited in its bend 
ing so that the ammunition belt guided thereby 
Will not bind, jam, or become bent in a radius or 
through an angle shorter than that for which 
the ammunition belt was designed; the provi 
sion of an improved chute of extremely sturdy 
and long-wearing construction in which, if de 
sired, the ammunition belt can be moved in either 
direction without danger of binding, jamming, 
Or marring any portion of the cartridges or the 
structure interconnecting same; the provision of 
an articulated feed chute formed of a plurality 
of assembled identical units; the provision of an 
improved articulated chute in which any dam 
aged or Worn unit can be removed and replaced 
without disjoining all units of the series; the 
provision of an improved chute exposing, and 
making accessible throughout its length, a por 
tion of the ammunition belt to facilitate inspec 
tion thereof and immediate correction of any 
difficulty that may arise at any section of the 
chute as the ammunition belt passes therealong; 
and the provision of a chute shaped to the am 
munition to provide small clearances, thus avoid 
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2 
ing any jamming of the ammunition or any pil 
ing up thereof when an ammunition booster is 
employed. 

It is also an object of the present invention to 
provide a flexible structure for various other 
purposes and having some or all of the attributes 
mentioned in the preceding paragraph. 

It is a further object of the invention to pro 
vide a novel transverse unit which may be as 
sembled and disassembled with identical units to 
form a passage, and to provide a novel inter 
connecting means for expansibly interconnecting 
adjacent transverse units. 

Still a further object of the invention lies in 
the making of such a transverse unit by employ 
ment of a wire frame and one or more attachment 
members, ail comprising a frame structure form 
ing a part of the transverse unit. The invention 
also comprehends a novel means for Securing the 
attachment member to the frame. 

It is also an object of the invention to pro 
Wide a transverse unit including at least one guide 
member which cooperates With the guide mem 
bers of adjacent transverse units in providing the 
conveying passage and forming guide walls for 
guiding the movement of the flexible member 
along Such passage. 
The flexible member moves along the passage 

in frictional relationship With the guide mem 
bers, and it is desirable to reduce the frictional 
forces So that the flexible member can be drawn 
through the chute by application of a minimum 
force. In this connection, it is an object of the 
present invention to provide guide members hav 
ing a limited frictional contact with the flexible 
member. In its preferred embodiment, the in 
vention comprehends guide members providing 
lands of limited dimension transverse to the pas 
Sage for guiding the flexible member. It is also 
an object of the invention to provide a cavity 
beneath. Such lands for the means interconnect 
ing the transverse units of the chute. 

Further objects and advantages of the inven 
tion Will be evident to those skilled in the art 
from the following description of an exemplary 
embodiment as applied to the problem of guid 
ing an ammunition belt in its movement to a 
machine gun. 
Referring to the drawings: 
Figure 1 is an elevation of a machine gun 

Viewed from the rear and supplied with ammu 
nition through the chute of the invention; 

Figure 2 is a plan view of the expanded chute, 
with sections broken away; 

Figure 3 is a fragmentary plan view indicating 
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how the chute may be flexed longitudinally in 
the plane thereof; - 

Figure 4 is a similar fragmentary plan view 
showing how the chute may be contracted or 
compressed longitudinally; 

Figure 5.is, a transverse section of the chute, 
taken as indicated by the line 5-5 of Figure 2: ... 

Figure 6 is a fragmentary sectional view, taken 
along the line 6-6 of Figure 2; and r 

5 

steps employed in the making of the compléte. 
transverse unit (shown in Figure. 11). Figur 
being a perspective view of the wire frame, es. 
8 being a perspective view gf an attachme member, Figure 9 being a perspective view of a 15tio 
frame structure consisting of the frame assem 
bled with two attachment members, Figure 10 
being a perspective view of a guide member, and 
Figure 11 showing the complete transverse unit 
with two guide members assembled in the frame 20 
structu is . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . . 
The drawings show a feed chute of the inv 

ammunition box. 
f7. The ammunition. 
design and includes a plurality of cartridges 8, 
each consisting of a cylindrical shell 9 pr 
ing an operating groove 29, the shell 9 tapeting. 

. to embrace a projectile 24. 
The ammunition belt 6 is of the disintegrat 

ing type in which the shells 9 are intercon 
nected by a series of, sheet metal links 23. Each of the links 23 is formed with two loops or cir 
cula assing one of two adjacent 35 

rmed with a third loop or 
circular band 25 encompassing, the other of such 
adjacentgartridges. In effect, each cartridge 
serves as a hinge pin for interconnecting two 
of...the links. 2 the gun 7 automatically 

QYeStile, in sequence from the am 
it 6 in the course of rapid fire, the 
S;are released in sequence. 

ammunition belt. 

hin various directions. The permissible 
egreepf, flexures of the ammunition belt. 6 is 

definitely: limited and any, force that tends to 
bend the loaded, ammunition belt in any direc 
tion; beyond the permissible degree will cause, 
or tend to cause, the ammunition belt to bind, 
jam, separate, or become permanently deformed. 
The chute 5:...of the invention is designed to prevent bending...beygnd, such permissible degree. 

5 

and to guide the ammunition belt to the gun i. 
either exclusively orges imparted to the belt 
by the glin.9r, as is known, in the art, by em. 60 
ployment of suitable boosters. In either. event, 
it is yely desirable that the ammunition belt move 
through the chute with a minimum pf frictional 

ign, and the invention provides, for a 
gun, frictional contact between the am 

inition-belt: S and the chute 5, as will be 
hereinafter described. a sur - 
Generally speaking, the chute 5, is made up 

of plurality of transverse units, or structures, 
- 3G. and best. 

mplete chute 5 is. 
. . . . . . . ing together a plu 

rality of these transverse 36 to formamem 
beguiding passage 3 (best shown in Figure 5) 
guiding the movement of the ammunition belt 

vide means foli 

4. 
6 or other flexible member. The units 39 are 

transverse units in the sense that they extend 
substantially transversely with reference to the 
member-guiding passage 3 or with reference to 
the direction of movement of the ammunition 
belt. 6, each unit forming, apart or section of 
the complete p issage. Each transverse unit is 
constructed and assembled as best shown in 
Figures 7 to il, Figures 7 to 11 represent elements used and 10 
tidinor Skeleton of each transverse unit comprises 

Referring particularly to Figure 7, the founda 

a frame of wire, generally indicated by the num 
al, 33, which, is bent to such a shape as will 

A neral cross-sectional configura 
on of the membeirguiding passage 31. In effect, 

the frame 33 comprises two transverse elements orpdirtions 34 spaced longitudinally with refer 
ence to the passage 3 and joined by turns or 
longitudinal portions 35, serving at this point to 
held the tra stilitiallygå. 

Further, the is a er project 

In pract 
eleme S 34 

ting against the end 2 and, 
Welded thereto, though this is not essential in view of the fact that the junction of the two 

s O 

ently, described. . . . . . 
hin each side portion, of the frame 33 is 
edsanattaghyent member, best shown in 

d indicated generally by the numeral 
feedenbQdigent of the inven 
ion.9f Such attachment members. 
the first place, they are attached. 

ls the...tW9transverse elements 34. 
edrelationship. In the second 
ent members preferably pro 

Elking...the two adjacent trans verse units 36 together in an expansible and 
75 EEE - d 
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Each attachment member 43 is formed of thin 
sheet metal punched and bent to be of general 
U-shape, as shown in Figure 8. For example, each 
attachment member 43 includes a side section 4 
forming the base of the U and adapted to engage 
a pair of the side sections 38 of the frame 33. 
Each attachment member 43 also includes two 
arm sections 45 extending Substantially at right 
angles to the side section 44 and extending, re 
spectively, in contact with pairs of the face Sec 
tions 36 and pairs of the base sections 40 of 
the frame 33. The side section 44 provides at one 
end two outwardly-extending tabs 47 adapted to 
be bent around the Wire forming the adjacent side 
section 38 in a manner best shown in Figure 9. 
The sheet metal material originally present in 
the zone between the tabs 47 is bent inwardly 
to form a hook tab 48 which ultimately is again 
bent to form a hook 49, the main portion of 
which extends generally parallel to, but Spaced a 
slight distance from, the inner surface of the 
side section 44. The side section 44 provides at 
its other end a single tab 50 bent outward, as 
shown in Figure 8. This tab is subsequently 
bent additionally to encircle the adjacent side 
section 38 of the frame 33, as best shown in 
Figure 9. 
The side section 44 also provides an extension 

comprising a link 5. This link is preferably pe 
ripherally-continuous and provides an end bar 
and two arms defining an opening 52 of sufficient 
Width to receive a hook 49 of an adjacent trans 
verse unit 30 in a manner to be subsequently 
described. In addition, the side section 44 pro 
vides a circular opening 53 disposed opposite the 
hook 49 and in such position that the extreme 
end of the hook 49 substantially bisects the 
opening. 

In a similar manner, each arm section 45 pro 
vides tabs 4' and 50' adapted to be bent to en 
circle the adjacent wire of the frame 33. How 
ever, in this instance, three tabs 50' are em 
ployed and the end 42 of the wire of the frame 
33 is preferably positioned to be covered by one 
of the tabs 50'. Likewise, each arm section 45 
provides a hook tab 48' which is subsequently 
bent to form hook 49' (Figure 9) and each of the 
arm sections 45 also provides a link 5", similar 
to the link 5 previously described, as Well as an 
opening 53'. 

It will be apparent that two attachment mem 
bers 43 are assembled to the frame 33 in oppo 
site side portions thereof to form a frame struc 
ture, shown in perspective in Figure 9 and indi 
cated generally by the numeral 55. It will be ap 
parent, also, that the two attachment members are 
of slightly different size to compensate for the 
difference in height of the passage 3 on oppo 
site sides thereof; otherwise, the two attachment 
members are substantially identical. Also, it will 
be noted that all of the links 5 and 5' extend 
in the same direction from the frame 33. These 
links can lie substantially in the plane of the 
particular section (44, 45, 45) from which they 
extend but it is sometimes preferable to offset in 
wardly in slight measure the link 5, as Sug 
gested in Figure 8, though this is not in all in 
stances necessary. Likewise, the links 5 may 
be slightly offset inwardly, if desired. 
The frame structure shown in Figure 9 is next 

assembled with two guide members of the type 
shown in Figure 10 to form the transverse unit 
30 shown in Figure 11. Referring particularly to 
Figure 10, the guide member is indicated gener 
ally by the numeral 60 and is substantially 
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U-shaped. It provides a side wall 6 disposed to 
cover, and lie substantially parallel to, the side 
section 44 of the corresponding attachment mem 
ber 43. The guide member 60 also provides two 
arms or cross walls, each being indicated gen 
erally by the numeral 62, disposed to lie Sub 
stantially parallel with, and be attached to, the 
respective arm sections 45 of the adjacent attach- . 
ment member. Each cross wall 62 provides at 
tachment portions 64 in general alignment with . 
each other and adapted to be secured to the 
adjacent arm section 45 of the corresponding 
attachment member 43, as by spot welding at . 
points 65 of Figure 11. Between these attach 
ment portions 64, each cross wall 62 is deformed 
inward to provide a land 67 to leave a cavity: 68 
beneath the land 67, this cavity being bounded 
on one side by the adjacent arm section 45 of 
the corresponding attachment member 43, thead 
jacent hook 49' being Within this cavity. The 
land 67 may taper or curve slightly with respect 
to the longitudinal axis of the passage 3 which 
it bounds, so that the entry portion of each cav 
ity 60 is of slightly less width than the hook 
bounding portion. Such slight taper or bending is 
apparent from Figure 10 and aids also in main 
taining a smooth articulated wall when the fin 
ished chute is flexed as in Figure . Each land 
67 forms the base of a tongue-like extension 70 
substantially flush with the land and which pro 
jects along the adjacent link 5 in covering 
relationship. 
The guide member 60 is preferably so secured 

to the adjacent attachment member 43 that the 
side wall 6 is spaced a slight distance from the 
inner surface of the side Section 44 of the at 
tachment member 43. A space or cavity 73 is 
thus provided, shown somewhat exaggerated in 
size in Figure 5 for purpose of clarity. In this 
cavity is positioned the hook 49 of the adjacent 
side section 44 of the attachment member 43. 

It will thus be apparent that each transverse 
unit 3G provides a plurality of links 5, 5’, 
as well as a plurality of link-receiving means 
comprising the hooks 49, 49', the link-receiving 
means being respectively positioned in cavities 
of the transverse unit. It will be apparent, also, 
that another transverse unit can be stacked on 
top of the unit shown in Figure 11 in such way 
that the links and tongue-like extensions of the 
guide member will simultaneously enter such cav 
ities, usually after slight inward flexure of the 
link-extension structures to align same with the 
cavities. For example, the link 5 and its adja 
cent extension 72 of the guide member 60 can be 
guided to enter the cavity T3 simultaneously. In 
like manner, each link 5' and its adjacent ex 
tension 70 of the guide member can be guided 
to enter simultaneously a corresponding cavity 
68 beneath a land 6. 
As each link enters its corresponding cavity, 

it passes between the inner face of the hook in 
this cavity and the adjacent face of the land. 
The available space for entry of such link and 
its adjacent extension of the guide member may 
Substantially equal the thickness of the com 
posite link-and-extension structure, or this 
structure may enter the cavity only by slight and 
temporary bending of that edge of the land 
shown lowermost in Figure 10. In any event, 
as the link-extension structure moves into the 
cavity, the end bar of the link passes the hook 
and the link Springs outward into resilient en 
gagement with the inner surface of the attach 
ment member providing this hook. In this posi 
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tion, any attempt to separate:the two transverse. 
units will permit separatory raction: Qnly until 
the end: bar of the link, Seats, against, the bots. 
tom of the hook. Thus, all of the links of one 
transverse unit can be operatively inter-linked 
with the hooks: of an adjacent transverse unit 
merely by guiding the links: into the correspond 
ing cavities and bringing:the two transverse units. 
together; An articulated chute of any desired 
length canthus beformed. - 10 

If, Subsequently, it is desired to unlink: or dis 
connect. any pair of adjacent transyerse units, 
this can be easily accomplished by moving. Such: 
adjacent transverse: units into. collapsed position: 
(shown: in Figure. 4) and then, inserting. a. suit, 5. 
able tool, such as a small, screwdriver, through: 
the opening 53; for example, to grasp the now-. 
exposed end of the hook 49, bending it; tempo 
rarily toward the side section, 44. The amount: 
of this bending of the hook is sufficient to bring 20 
the extreme end thereof to a position outside the 
link. If desired, the end bar of the link may. 
also be pressed inwardly, to aid this, unlocking re 
lationship. When the hook; and the end bar are 
in this relationship, the transverse units, are. 25. 
spread a slight distance until the end of the hook, 
overlaps slightly the end bar of the link, after 
which the tool can be removed and the trans verse units disjoined at this point merely by 
drawing them apart. If the transverse units are 
to be completely unlinked the hooks 49, and 49. 
of one of the attachment members are moved sequentially into unlocking relationship with the 
corresponding links. 5 and 54, whereupon this: 
side of the transverse units can be separated. A 
similar procedure is then followed as regards. 
corresponding attachment members on the other 
side of the chute. . . . . . . - 

From the above, it will be apparent that, the 
chute can be collapsed longitudinally. (see Fig. 40 
ure 4), expanded longitudinally. (see Figure 2), 
flexed longitudinally a limited amount in the 
transverse plane of the passage 34 of the chute. 
(see Figure 3), or flexed laterally, a limited 
amount, so that the central plane of the passage. 
is concentric, with an axis, outside the passage 
(see Figure 1). This complete flexibility, makes 
possible bending the chute in geometric patterns. 
(e.g., as a spiral, helix, circle, etc.), and, also, bending in composite geometric patterns (e.g., 50. 
as a combined spiral and helix, or other complex. 
configuration). In all instances, the chute causes: 
the ammunition belt t6 to feed into the auto matic gun T at a proper angle, usually in a 
direction at right angles to the gun, and the 55 
chute distributes along at least a portion of its. 
length any necessary change in direction of the 
ammunition belt due to universal movement of 
the gun 7. . . . . . 
When the chute is contracted, as shown in 

Figure 4, adjacent transverse units lie side by 
side in contact with each other. As the chute. 
is expanded toward the position shown in Fig. 
ure 2, the expansion is guided by sliding of the 
links within their respective cavities infrictional 65, 
engagement with at least one wall of each cav 
ity, and maximum expansion. (shown in Figure 
2) is determined by engagement between the end 
bars of the links with the bottom of the cor 
responding hooks. When the chute is flexed 70. 
longitudinally in its plane, the links on one side. 
of the chute will move toward or into maximum: 
expanded position, as shown in Figure 3, and, 
the links on the other side of the chute will move. toward or into completely collapsed position. At 75. 

60 

the same time, the links on this, other side act 
e: nature of a pivot means, the cavities re 
s.the-linkS5' being sufficiently larger than 

the links 5,' on the inner and outer. 
dii. of the chute adjust themselves; to extend 

cdifferent distances into their corresponding cav 
ities, the links on the inner radii serving to song 
extent as: pivots, either through flexure thereof. 
or slight lateral movement in their respective. 
cavities. EDuring such lateral flexure of the 
chute, the side links. 5; Swing With reference to 
their associated hooks. The cavity 3: giveSade. 
quate space for such, Swinging and the OperaingS. 
52 of the links, 5d are sufficiently larger thall the: 
width of the corresponding hooks to, permit, this: 
action. 
The guide members. 6); are formed of light. 

spring material, usually of stainless, steel or light 
weight spring steel. The extensions. T9, 2 there-- 
of are of such length as to overlap the guide. 
member of an adjacent transverse unit, whether 
the chute is expanded or contracted. Note 
Figure, 6 in this connection, which shows the: 
relationship but which, for purpose of clarity, is, 
exaggerated in the thickness of the material of 
which the attachment and guide members, 43. 

) and 65: are formed. It is a feature of the in 
vention that the extensions 78 form continuations 
of the lands 6, the extreme end of each extear 
sion extending into a cavity 63, formed by the 
land of an adjacent transverse unit. Corre-. 
spondingly, the lands, and their extensions form 
an articulated rail on each side of the chute, as 
best shown in Figure. 5. The rail. On one side. 
guides the shell 9 and the rail. On the other Side. 
guides the projectile 2.É. The frictional contact 
is lessened by the provision of such land-formed 
rails so that the ammunition belt can be drawn 
through the chute with a minimum of friction. 
At the same time, the lands are of sufficient width. 
se as hot to scratch, bend, or mar any surfaces 
of the cartridge with which they come in con 
tact. 
The employment of wire frames 33 has many 

advantages, including increased visibility of the 
ammunition belt. Also, this wire frame con 
struction increases the overall flexibility of the 
chute as each transverse unit is, to some extent, 
flexible as between its side portions, so that one 
side portion can be held fixed and the other 
turned slightly about or bent from an axis joining 
the two side portions. Further, the use of a 
wire frame permits employment of easily-made 
attachment members 43 employing a minimum 
of material in view of the inter-relationship of 
the parts whereby, for example, the hooks are 
formed from material lying between the tabs 47. 
The preferred direction of movement of the 

cartridge belt through the chute is opposite to 
the direction in which the extensions. To project 
from the frame 33, being generally downward 
as viewed in Figure 11 and being as indicated by 
arrow is of Figure. 2. However, in practice, the 
guide members 6). form such smooth articulated 
passage walls that the direction of movement of 
the ammunition belt can be reversed without danger of catching on any overlapping portions 
of the articulated walls, even when the chute is 
bent in maximum transverse relationship as 
shown in Figure 1. This makes possible the rear 
ward removal of the ammunition, belt, from the 
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chute without danger of injuring the cartridge 
or the chute. 
Any desirable means may be employed for at 

taching the opposite ends of the chute respec 
tively to the gun 7 and the ammunition box 
(not shown). In Figures 1, 2, and 6, one form 
of quick-release attachment means is shown, in 
cluding a generally U-shaped terminal member 
80. This terminal member provides a lower or 
bridge section 8 generally channel-shaped in 
Wertical cross section to provide depending walls 
82 and 83, the latter being extended downward 
below the former, as best shown in Figure 6, 
and being Surrounded by a stiffener 84 welded 
thereto to form a composite wall. Extending to 
ward the gun from the depending wall 82 are two 
projections 85 (Figure 2) perforated to receive 
rod 86 extensible through lugs 87 forming a part 
of the structure of the gun and serving as a 
means for attaching the terminal member 80 
to the gun. 
At each side of the passage 3 of the chute, 

the terminal member 80 provides upwardly-ex 
tending, channel-shaped end members 90 pro 
viding side walls 9 bent inward at their extreme 
upper ends to form a guide channel 93, best 
shown in Figure and in the upper portion of 
Figure 2. Wertically movable in each guide chan 
nel is a locking member 94 bent outward at its 
upper end to form a handle or operating portion 
95. As best shown in Figure 1, the lower portion 
of each locking member is split longitudinally by 
a channel 96 enlarged at 97 and 98 to provide 
circular openings with side Walls resiliently en 
bracing the shank of a rivet 99 extending out 
Ward from a portion of the terminal member 80. 
The channel 96 extends upward to the larger 
end of a buttonhole-shaped opening 00 for a 
purpose to be described, and the relationship be 
tween the shank of the rivet 99 and the locking 
member 94 is such that this rivetshank is resil 
iently retained either in the opening 97 or 98, 
depending upon whether the locking means is in 
an upper or lower position (the latter being 
shown in Figure 1). The width of the channel 
96 is slightly less than the diameter of the rivet 
Shank so that the bifurcations at the bottom of 
the locking member spread slightly as the lock 
ing member is moved from one extreme position 
to another. By this means, the locking member 
is retained in its upper or lower position without 
danger of change in position due to vibration, etc. 
The ammunition chute itself provides means 

detachably connected to the terminal member 
80. As best shown in Figures 1, 2, and 6, the end 
most transverse unit of the assembled chute has 
connected thereto two generally U-shaped end 
members 05 beaded to correspond to the pe 
riphery of the endmost transverse unit, these 
end members encompassing the two attachment 
members 43 of the endmost transverse unit and 
being Suitably welded thereto. Each end member 
05 provides a tongue f O6 extending along and 

welded to a tongue 07 forming a part of the 
guide member 60 of the endmost transverse unit 
but extending toward the gun in a direction op 
posite to the extension 70 thereof. The tongue 
structure formed by the welded tongues 96 and 
O carries a rivet 08 (Figure 2) providing an 

annular groove 09 immediately beneath a rivet 
head 0. This groove is of sufficient width to ac 
commodate the bottom wall of the adjacent end 
member 90 and its locking member 94. The 
larger portion of the buttonhole-shaped opening 
100 aligns with a corresponding-sized opening of 
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10 
the bottom wall of the end member when the 
locking member 94 is in raised position so that 
the rivet head flo can be moved therethrough, 
after Which the locking member 94 is moved to 
its lower position, shown in Figure 1, to bring 
the smaller end of the buttonhole-shaped open 
ing around the rivet, whereby the Walls of the 
locking member at the Sides of this smaller end 
of the buttonhole-shaped opening move beneath 
the rivet head 0 to prevent its withdrawal. 

Correspondingly, when it is desired to attach 
the end of the chute to the gun, it is necessary 
only to place one rivet 8 in position and apply 
pressure between the sides of the chute to deform 
Sane temporarily in sufficient amount to dispose 
the other rivet within its adjacent end member 
90 of the terminal member 80, whereupon release 
of the chute will permit this rivet to enter the 
aligned openings of the adjacent locking member 
94 and end member 9). Thereafter, each locking 
member is moved downward to bring the Smaller 
portions of the buttonhole-shaped openings into 
encompassing relationship to the rivet. To re 
move the ammunition chute from the gun, it is 
necessary only to lift the locking members 94. 
and apply inward pressure to the sides of the 
chute to deform same Sufficient to withdraw one 
rivet (8 from the aligned openings, after which 
the other rivet can likewise be withdrawn. 
With this type of attachment means, it is de 

sirable that the cartridges and projectiles be 
guided laterally during their movement from the 
last transverse unit 30 acroSS the terminal mem 
ber 80. For this purpose, the guide member 60 
of the last transverse unit provides upper and 
lower tongue members 20 and f2 forming con 
tinuations of the lands 6 but extending toward 
the gun a sufficient distance to guide the car 
tridges across the terminal member 89. It will 
be understood that the quick-release attachment 
means disclosed can be appropriately modified to 
adapt it to various guns; also, that similar quick 
attachment means can be provided at the other 
end of the chute where it is joined to the am 
munition box, whereby the entire chute can be 
attached and removed quickly without employ 
ment of special tools. 
Various modifications and changes can be 

made in the invention, and the invention can 
be adapted to various uses apparent to those 
skilled in the art, without departing from the 
spirit of the appended claims. 
We claim as our invention: 
1. In combination in a flexible passage means 

for guiding the movement of a flexible member: 
a plurality of transverse elements each shaped 
to determine the general cross-sectional con 
figuration of a member-guiding passage; means 
for expansibly linking said transverse elements 
for limited movement toward and away from 
each other; and a plurality of guide members 
respectively retained by said transverse elements 
at positions along said passage, each guide mem 
ber providing a cross wall within the correspond 
ing transverse element, each cross wall compris 
ing an attachment portion having a face bound 
ing an adjacent part of said passage and a land 
having a crest surface disposed inwardly of Said 
passage from said face and bounding another 
part of said passage, each guide member includ 
ing also a tongue-like extension projecting from 
said land in a direction longitudinally of Said 
passage and substantially flush with the crest 
surface of said land, each tongue-like extension 
being of sufficient length to overlap the land of 
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an adjacent transverse element, the lands and 
their tongue-like extensions forming an articu 
lated rail to guide said flexible member as it 
moves along said passage and keep Same Spaced 
from the attachment portions of said: guide. men 
berS. 

2. A combination as defined in claim 1, in 
which each of said lands provides a cavity: there 
beneath and in which each of said tongue-like 
extensions slidably projects into the cavity of an 
adjacent guide member. 

3. En a flexible articulated chute providing a 
member-guiding passage for guiding the move 
ment of a flexible member, the combination of: 
a plurality of interconnected frame structures 
each extending substantially transversely , with 
respect to said passage and each providing a 
wire frame shaped to determine the ; general 
cross-sectional configuration of said member 
guiding passage, and each frame structure pro 
viding an attachment member connected to the 
wire frame, each attachment member providing 
a link and a link-receiving means, :the link of 
each attachment member extending beyond. Said 
wire frame a sufficient distance to slidably en 
gage the attachment member of an adjacent 
frame structure and to lock With the link-receiv 
ing means of such adjacent frame-structure to 
permit limited movement of adjacent frame 
structures toward and away from each other; 
and a guide member fixed to each attachment 
member and providing: a tongue-like extension 
adjacent said link and extending into overlap 
ping relationship with the guide member of an 
adjacent frame structure to form an articulated 
Wall for Said paSSage. 

-4. A combinationi as defined in claim 3-in which 
said guide member comprises a thin flexible plate 
providing spaced, attachment, portions"secured to 
said attachment member and deformed inward 
at a position between said attachment portions 
to form a member-contacting land and to form 
a cavity dinnensioned to slidably receive both a 
link of an adjacent frame structure and the 
tongue-like extension adjacent such link, said . 
tongue-like extension forming a flush continua 
tion of Said land. 

5. In combination in a transverse unit adapted 
for assembly With identical units to forma, "flex 
ible articulated chute providing a member-guid 
ing passage: a wire frame providing base, side, 
and face Sections bent to determine the general 
cross-sectional configuration of the member 
guiding passage; ;a pair of Substantially J-shaped 
attachment members within said wire frame ad 
jacent Said side sections and providing a plurality 
of bent tabs at least partially encompassing: Said 
iWire frame to retain said attachment members 
to said frame; a plurality of links extending from 
each attachment member in a direction away 
from said frame, each transverse unit providing 
a plurality of cavities for slidably receiving said 
plurality of links of an adjacent transverse unit; 
means for limiting the movement of Such links 
in their respective cavities of an adjacent trans 
verse unit, and guide members within and Secured 
to said attachment members and providing a 
plurality of tongue-like extensions respectively 
extending along said links a sufficient distance 
to overlap the guide member of an adjacent 
transverse unit when assembled thereto, whereby 
the guide members and the extensions of adja 
cent transverse units cooperate in providing an 
articulated lining for said passage. 
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2. 
imember-guiding passage; for guiding the moves 
ment of a flexible member, the combination of: 
a plurality of tranSVerse elements each shaped 
to , determine the general Cross-sectional Con 
figuration of the member-guiding passage, each 
transverse element providing a plurality of lifor 
Wardly-facing cavities disposed in Spaced Eela 
tionship around the periphery of Said"passage; 
Tmeans for expansibly linking said:transverse ele 
ments togetherfor limited movement toward;and 
away from each other, said means including 3a, 
plurality of 3hooks respectively disposed in said 
cavities and opening rearwardly therein and a 
corresporading number of links extending rear 
Wardly from each transverse element to project 
Slidably into the respective cavities of theim 
mediately adjacent transverse i. element to tik 
with the hooks therein-and-maximize the sep 
aration of adjacentitransverse elements; and a 
plurality-of guide members respectively secured 
within said transverse elements, each guide 
meniber, including a tongue-like extension pro 
jeeting rearwardly from the transverse element 
to which it is “secured and in covering relation 
ship with a corresponding link of this transverse 
element, each tongue-iike 'extension projecting 
slidably into the same cavity of the “adjacent 
transverse element as the link it covers whereby 
the tongue-like extensions “remain in their re 
Spective is cavities irrespective of bending of said 
chute to preverit the ends of said extensions from 
projecting into said member-guiding passage to 
interfere with movement of said flexible member 
therealong, Said guide members and their tongue 
like extensions forming articulated lining Walls 
of Said "paSSage and said tongue-like extensions 
bridging between adjacent transverse elements 
With the ends of the extensions still disposed in 
their respective cavities even when said hooks en 
gage Said "links to maximize the separation of 
adjacent transverse elements. 

7. In a flexible ammunition chute for conduct 
ing to a machine gun through devious paths an 
ammunition belt comprising a plurality of inter 
Connected cartridges, each cartridge comprising 
cylindrical shell casing and a projectile of 
Smaller external-diameter than-a-base, portion of 
Said. Shell casing, the combination of: a plurality 
of transverse elements disposed side by side to 
determine-the-cross-sectional configuration of an 
ammunition"guiding passage, each transverse 
element.including on; each side-of-the mid-plane 
thereof-a-base section, a -face-section and a side 
Section Spacing said-base and face:sections from 
each other, the side section on one side-of said 
passage being longer than the side section on 
the other side of said passage to space the base 
and face sections on said one side a sufficient 
distaee to contact3and iconduct said cylindrical 
Shellicasings and to space the base anti face sec 
tions son said other side a lesser distance but 
Sufficient to contact and conduct' said cartridges; 
means for expansiblyinking:Said transverse ele 
nents together at a plurality of positions dis 
posed peripherally of said passage for limited 
no Verne?t of adjacent transverse elements to 
ward and away from teach other: at such periph 
eral positions; and a plurality of guide members 
respectively secured to said:transverse elements, 
each guide member having tongue-like exten 
Sions extending in overlapping relationship with 
the guide member of an adjacent transverse ele 
ment to cooperate therewith in providing an 

6. In a flexible articulated chute providing a 75 articulated lining for said ammunition-guiding 
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